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Robert Cogell of Watlington – A Conclusion 
Adrian Marsden 

 
Some years ago, as part of my work for Norfolk’s Identification and Recording Service 
– as the label implies identifying and recording coins (and tokens) found by metal 
detectorists in the county – I recorded a halfpenny token of Robert Cogell of Watlenton 
(sic) found at Marham in Norfolk, a settlement lying only a few miles from the village 
of Watlington. It had been found, by a strange twist of fate, by a Mr. Michael Coggles, 
quite possibly a distant descendant of the issuer. At the time, realising its significance 
for a potential reattribution of Cogell’s token to Norfolk but unaware of Roger Paul’s 
note in an earlier issue of this bulletin(1), I resolved to see if any more turned up. Another 
duly did turn up, again at Marham, in 2010 and I published this in the local Archaeology 
journal with a note that Robert Cogell should be recognised as a Norfolk issuer(2). 
 
Later, after three more of Cogell’s tokens had been brought in for recording from 
various places near Watlington, another from Marham (about eight miles by road from 
Watlington), one from Pentney (about ten miles) and one from Beachamwell (about 
eleven miles), I came across the late Robert Thompson’s note in another issue of this 
bulletin(3). After a typically succinct summary of the evidence, including a reference to 
the will of a Robert Coggell (sic) of Watlington, proved in the Archdeaconry Court of 
Norfolk in 1676(4), he concluded that Roger Paul was correct in his reattribution of 
Cogell’s token issue to Watlington in Norfolk. He also commented that ‘Anyone with 
time to visit the local records might be able to enlighten us further.’ 
 
Shortly afterwards, I entered into correspondence with Robert on the subject of 
seventeenth-century Norfolk tokens. We did not discuss Cogell but the appearance of a 
good example, although bent, in trade provided an opportunity to obtain a reasonable 
image in colour. The dealer had acquired the piece with several other tokens at a local 
auction. All were local to west Norfolk and most had old tickets giving their findspots 
but sadly the Cogell token had no such ticket. Given the evidence of the other tokens it 

seems to have been a 
fairly old find from the 
west Norfolk area. It 
seemed time to 
investigate Robert 
Cogell and his tokens 
further. In the meantime, 
yet another token of the 
type had been 
discovered, again at 
Marham.  Fig: 1 
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All examples of Cogell’s halfpenny tokens thus far known (figure 1) are struck from 
one pair of dies and have a twelve o’clock die axis. They carry, on the obverse, the 
legend of ROBERT COGELL I669 accompanied by a horseshoe. On the reverse, the 
legend of IN WATLENTON encircles the inscription HIS/ HALF/ PENY. They all 
seem to be produced from an alloy that is best described as brass although no 
metallurgical analyses have so far been carried out. In both Williamson(5), Dickinson(6) 
and Norweb(7) the token is attributed to Oxfordshire. 
Halfpenny tokens are unusual in Norfolk, probably due in the main to the banning of 
private issues which seems to have taken place at the centres of Norwich and Great 
Yarmouth in 1667 and at King’s Lynn in 1668(8). Apart from two King’s Lynn 
halfpennies, of Jeremiah Hovell (dated 1666, Williamson 86) and William Sharpe 
(dated 1668, Williamson 99), all of the Norfolk halfpennies were issued by traders in 
small settlements which did not have a Corporation to govern their issuing – or not – 
of small change. For those in the three largest towns and cities of Norfolk time had run 
out before the issuing of halfpenny tokens might have become an attractive proposition. 
 
Of course, Cogell had no such problems, being based at Watlington, a small settlement 
far beyond the sway of the nearest major centre of King’s Lynn. His halfpennies are 
now turning up in sufficient quantities to suggest that the issue – despite being produced 
from only one pair of dies – may be described as relatively common. 
 
Online searches using various genealogy websites elicited some information on Robert 
Cogell(9). The baptism of a Robert Coggell, son of Peter and Elizabeth was recorded at 
Dickleburgh on 26th December 1630. Peter Coggell had married Elizabeth Coningham 
at Dickleburgh on 2nd August 1618. The date of their first child’s birth, Anne, baptised 
on 16th December 1618, suggests that they had been enjoying what might be termed 
marital relations some time before they were actually married although this was by no 
means exceptional at the time. It is clear from research that couples who were due to be 
married were allowed a reasonable sexual freedom before marriage, a practice known 
rather unromantically as ‘bundling’(10). No doubt Peter and Elizabeth had practiced at 
least one episode of bundling prior to the celebration of their nuptials. 
 
Other children were born to the couple after Anne, these being John (baptised 10th 
December 1620), Peter (15th December 1622), Thomas (16th October 1625), Henry 
(14th April 1628), Mary (30th March 1633), Stephen (15th May 1636), and Elizabeth 
(9th August 1638). It is quite possible, however, that this Robert Coggell was not the 
token issuer; there seem to be records of a Robert and Elizabeth Cogell at Dickleburgh 
later in the century and the birth of children to a Robert Cogdell at Wymondham in 
1664 and 1667. 
 
Further information on Robert Cogell is somewhat lacking. No marriage record can be 
found or baptismal records for any children although, as Robert Thompson noted, a 
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Robt Coggell was assessed for two hearths at Watlington in the Hearth Tax assessments 
of 1664 
 
A trip to the Norfolk Record Office in August 2017 furnished an opportunity to study 
Cogell’s will on microfilm and to order a photograph of the original (figure 2). I made 
a transcription of this which I brought to the Warwick Token Congress in October 2017 
hoping to present it –together with the other information I had unearthed – to Robert as 
the conclusion to the story of Robert Cogell. Sadly, shortly after arriving, I heard the 
sad news that Robert had passed away a few weeks earlier. It seems appropriate to 
publish the information I had hoped to give to Robert here and to dedicate this brief 
note to his memory. 
 
The will is not overlong and seems to be worth quoting in full on account of its 
furnishing a snapshot into the goods left by a relatively humble member of society. 
Most wills studied by the author so far have been those of merchants and traders in the 
city of Norwich or the town of Great Yarmouth, relatively well-to-do people who 
usually left behind land and fairly large sums of money. Robert Cogell was a blacksmith 
and, although he had some savings in cash, was clearly intimately aware of the few 
precious heirlooms he possessed and had definite thoughts on how they should be 
disposed of. Much of his property aside from cash was in the form of livestock, 
suggesting that he supplemented his trade by animal husbandry. It is also a possibility 
that he may have been paid for his work as a smith in kind, in the form of sheep or other 
beasts. 
 
At the time of the making of his will, Robert was plainly the head of a small family, his 
wife, Elizabeth, three daughters (all unnamed), and his son, Robert. All the daughters 
were clearly under the age of eighteen and Robert junior cannot have been twenty-one, 
the age of majority. Robert senior was also concerned that Elizabeth may have been 
with child, evidence that he – or at least his wife – were not much past their middle 
forties. 
 
This transcription of the will has incorporated punctuation and modern spelling but is 
otherwise set down here as it reads in the original document: 
 
In the name of God, Amen, this thirteenth day of January in the year of our Lord One 
thousand six hundred seventy six, I Robert Coggell of Watlington in the county of 
Norfolk, Blacksmith, being sick in body but of sound and perfect good memory, blessed 
be Almighty God, do make, constitute and ordain this to be my last will and Testament 
in manner and form following: First, and before all things, I bequeath my soul in the 
hands of Almighty God, trusting through the merits of Jesus Christ to receive pardon 
and forgiveness of all my sins. And as for my worldly goods, I do dispose of them as 
follows. 
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Item. I give unto Elizabeth my wife three of the best sows, one colt or filly which she 
please to make choice of which are now grazing in Wormegay park, six of the best ewes 
and lambs; also one swine hog which is now at Runcton. Also the best bed as it now 
stands in the Dairy Chamber and in case my said wife be now with child I give unto it 
thirty pounds to be paid so soon as it shall attain to the age of fifteen years and my wife  
to have the interest of the said thirty pounds towards the bringing up [of] the child and, 
in case my wife be not with child or that it shall die before the time of payment, my will 
is that the thirty pounds be equally divided between my wife and the remainder of my 
daughters which shall be then living. 
 
Item. I give unto my three daughters each of them forty pounds apiece, to be paid unto 
them by my executors hereafter named, so soon as they shall attain to their several ages 
of eighteen years. And in case any of my daughters shall depart this life before they 
shall attain to the age of eighteen years then my will is that her or their portion (so 
deceased) be equally divided amongst the survivors of my daughters. 
 
Item. I give unto my son, Robert Coggell, my silver cup and each of my daughters a 
silver spoon. 
 
Item. I give unto my son Robert Coggell the remainder of my goods and chattels which 
remains overplus after my children be decently brought up, my debts and legacies and 
funeral charges and all other charges whatsoever which shall happen to be expended 
by my executors in or about any of my concerns be discharged. And, in case my son 
Robert shall depart this life before he come of age, then my will is that the overplus 
which is given to him whatsoever it be shall be equally divided amongst the remainder 
of my children which shall be then living. 
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Item. I do make, constitute and ordaine my loving friend Richard Browne of Runcton 
Holme and Thomas Sampson of Watlington executors of this my last will and testament 
to receive my debts and make sale of my goods, and to pay my debts and legacies, and 
to see my children brought up, and for their pains I give to each of them forty shillings 
a piece. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year above written. 
The hand, mark and seal of Robert Coggell. Sealed, published and declared in the 
presence of Richard Painethar, Richard Wilkinson. 
 
The will was proved at Swaffham on 6th March 1676, indicating that Robert Cogell had 
died very shortly after making it; he was destined to die relatively young, even by the 
standards of the seventeenth century. His bequests to his daughters would have made 
them a decent marriage portion for a dowry. The other bequests, careful in the matters 
of a silver cup and silver spoons, not to mention particular beasts and livestock, mark 
Robert’s will as be being far removed from those more usually encountered in the 
author’s study of Norfolk token issuers. 
 
More information on Robert Cogell, blacksmith of Watlington, may surface in the 
fullness of time. Meanwhile, it is appropriate to dedicate this article to the memory of 
Robert Thompson whom I sadly never met in person. 
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